What are *Twin Force* Bite Corrector Devices?

*Twin Force* Bite Corrector Devices are some of the most innovative appliances in use today to help align both your upper and lower arches during orthodontic treatment, creating the perfect bite. These devices are easily installed in only one appointment, and can achieve your orthodontist’s treatment goals in a short period of time, without daily maintenance from you.

The length of time required to wear *Twin Force* Devices will depend on how much jaw correction you need and the size of your jaw. During treatment with these devices, rest assure you are receiving one of the most efficient means of either over bite or under bite correction available, with minimal discomfort.

Note that when you wear *Twin Force* Devices there are some basic guidelines you will need to follow to keep them clean and functioning properly. Your orthodontist will review these guidelines with you. The great news is the appliance works day and night until the final treatment results are accomplished – a beautiful smile!

Advantages of Upper and Lower Arch Correction

Remember that properly aligned teeth help contribute to:

- healthy gums
- a better bite
- enhanced chewing motion
- clearer speaking voice

Untreated misaligned upper and lower arches may lead to:

- abnormal wear of tooth surfaces
- headaches
- neck pains
- trouble sleeping

A beautiful smile enhances your quality of life and is an investment that lasts a lifetime. Let us and your orthodontic professional show you how easy it is to obtain your desired smile with *Twin Force* Bite Corrector Devices.
Obtain a healthy, beautiful smile with no embarrassing facial gear when wearing the Twin Force Bite Corrector Devices from Henry Schein Orthodontics. These small devices are located in the back of the mouth, making them hardly noticeable to others. That's why Twin Force Devices are the definitive choice for jaw positioning by orthodontists and patients alike.

When will your doctor request you to wear Twin Force Bite Corrector Devices? There are two different orthodontic treatments that will require the use of these appliances.

1. When you have Class II malocclusion, commonly known as an over bite, the upper front teeth and jaw protrude further forward than the lower arch.
2. When you have Class III malocclusion, commonly known as an under bite, the lower teeth and jaw protrude further forward than the upper arch.

For either treatment, Twin Force Devices will provide you with a beautiful smile faster and with less discomfort than any other device.